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Welcome to ASIFA Central! We are the Midwest - US chapter of ASIFA, the oldest
organization of animators in the world. This chapter was established in 1975.
As volunteers, our board members take on many responsibilities - social media
coordinators, retreat co-organizers, web updaters, ani-jam facilitators, party planners,
inveterate and unrepentant doodlers, and more.
Our Board Members serve the front line for our Midwest animation chapter and are in
frequent contact with the International ASIFA board.
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Julie Goldstein during rehearsals, with tech setups, her students, and choreographer Emily Reed to
“generate an immersive imaginary landscape for the Jumpstart performance”
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"No Longer Left Outside" - a Collaboration Between Ballet and Drawing Boards

For its celebration of 50 years of furniture city

Notes on "A Conversation with Myself" by Alan
terpsichorical activity, the Grand Rapids Ballet
Watts
performed "Jumpstart 2022," a celebration of artistic
collaboration and educational organizations in Western
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8aufuwMiKmE
Michigan this past March.
Among its eight projects, one represented a
There is a difference in style between the things
partnership with the GVSU Department of Visual and
human beings do, and what mother nature does.
Media Arts, under the guidance of ASIFA Central
President and assistant professor Julie Goldstein.
Nature wiggles - but people want to get things
Her second-level animation class worked with Emily
"ironed
out" or "straightened out" - that doesn't fit
Reed to generate "an immersive, imaginary landscape
nature.
The
human being has a simple kind of mind.
for the Jumpstart performance."
We
live
in
boxes.
A triangle is simpler, cruder, than
Emily Reed of the Grand Rapids Ballet
a mountain.
arranged the choreography, and 18 students from
GVSU worked throughout their winter semester on
Human beings are just as wiggly as nature, and our
animation and movement exercises for "No Longer
brains
are an incredible mess of wiggles. And that's
Left Outside," revolving around two pieces of music
the part of ourselves that we understand least of all. I
with excerpts from "A Conversation with Myself" by
blame Euclid.
Alan Watts. Propelled by Watts' words, Goldstein's
students developed a projected background of nature,
I am one of the cells in this incredible brain that I
moss, and birds coordinated to the colors worn by the
cannot understand.
on-stage performers.
"This is something where students can have a
Everything in nature is dependent on everything else.
high-impact learning experience," explained president
Goldstein, by conveying the emotion of the dancers in
È
"a symbiotic relationship as a seamless effect."
The process included animations created in
class, analyzing the projection requirements
beforehand, and then finalizing the layout during
multiple rehearsals.
Grace Spellman, a film and video major, said she was inspired by birds "flapping their wings, almost like
they're dancing, too." Her concentration was on hummingbirds, cardinals and seagulls. "I love to draw and paint,
and doing this solidified that for me," Spellman said.
Hannah Barton, a graphic design major, was inspired by the grace within the dance, creating animated lines
to flow in the background. "With animation, one wrong movement can throw it off."
Discussions are under way for another collaboration, this one involving the Grand Rapids Opera company.
Chuck Jones is smiling upon them all.
(Background for this article came from various reports in the Grand Rapids Press and the GVSU Lanthorn, whose contributors
include Ayron Rutan, destined for greatness in the multimediaverse)
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BREAKING NEWS FROM THE OIAF!
+*“O, Canada!”*+

The Ottawa International Animation Festival (OIAF) has extended an
invitation to members of ASIFA-Central to screenings, exhibits, workshops and
PUMPKIN CARVING this fall. The event is returning to live in-person
screenings and talks happening from September 21 to 25.
ASIFA-Central members are eligible for a $20 association discount
off the price of a full festival pass (Animapass or TAC Pass). The box office
goes online mid-June, 2022. Please note that in order to participate, members
will need to upload proof of membership when they purchase their pass. For
more information, please visit www.animationfestival.ca
Submissions are now being accepted for the September competition.
And they have a POSTER already! Those precocious Canadians!

AAFF - Yr Hmbl Typst Notes on Its 60th Anniversary

Last year’s Ann Arbor Film Festival seemed to have an undercurrent of
rediscovery of actual film - either participants were shooting on 16mm again or
were creating the sensation of a film-based production by special effects (graininess
and reel-change reminders were a feature of the b/w release of Mank and have
surfaced in Netflix’s even more retro Cuphead Show, so find those splicing tapes
and rewinds, kiddies!); this year there is a sense of discovery of archive.org and all
that the free-use, generally public domain monster server can offer for both the eyes and ears. It is nice to see
material repurposed and serve as a likely source of self-directed education. (A confession from yr hmbl typst - with
all the bombast and effects of the pandemic film releases, I found the greatest comfort in the works of Georges
Melies and what he accomplished with his self-built camera by 1900.) Nevertheless, Ann Arbor’s films are nothing
if not innovative or at least a prod to the frontal lobes - the non-animated Ten Questions for Henry Ford was an
astonishing example of cooperation between the filmmaker and the Ford company, and while the actor portraying
Ford was hardly a visual equivalent, he brought his re-enactment to a grand level of sophistication. An early entry in
the competition, Salidas, could be an interstitial in a dramatic film showing
“associated fusions between farewells and eternity,” with the conduit being an
old East German ship canal lift.
Moving to animation, some of the many notable examples this year
included the stop motion Money Is the One True God, the rotoscoping of
Archipelago and Insomnia, and the use of a static-laden scratchy soundtrack
among several of the entries. The surreal kitchen of The 4th Wall as a washing
machine earned its place among the award recipients.
Of the several juror presentations, Gina Kamentsky
(ginakamentsky.com) with her drawn-on-film techniques incorporating sculpting techniques in her kinetic, handcranked art pieces, and ASIFA’s own Thomas Renolder, who shared his earliest filmed experiments (proving a good
hairstyle can last a lifetime), were especially welcome visitors to the home computer screen. The Sally Dixon Story
was a 50 minute tribute to the late experimental film curator who founded the film department at the Carnegie
Museum of Art in Pittsburgh and was an early champion of “film as art.”
The AAFF - “Bending Minds Since 1963.”
GLAS festival - 2022

With many festivals reverting to on-site only this year (notably Annecy), the opportunity to view films without
extended travel remains a welcome option whenever possible. GLAS again extended this option for 2022. Ten
Degrees of Strange appeared here (as well as at AAFF) and Paradis: Goodbye Jerome! brought a Yellow Submarine
vibe to the entries, with a haunting image of a heavenly-derived actual hot dog offering itself up as lunch in its final
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scene. “Where have all the flowers gone” wafted through the final portions of
Impossible Figures and Other Stories, a favorite of last-year’s ITFS festival, as was
O, a 360 degree repeatedstop-motion spin in a derelict apartment, which was a
residency project of Paul Wenninger. Wellspring and the Tower had some very
satisfying closing credits, Tal Kantor’s Letters to a Pig was a hyper-realistic fable
of “inherited collective trauma” where a boy is saved by swine. An overly
affectionately bear has unexpected menu additions for his sad birthday in Bear Hug, a boy becomes a Nascar wheel
to please his father in Sierra from Estonia, and the Chilean pair of Cristobal León and
Joaquin Cociña were given a retrospective of their stop-motion, full-room, whispered nightmares.
The extraordinarily well-appointed Tom C. T. Brown hosted the competition showings and the follow up Q
and A’s.

October Animation Celebration - In EDMORE?!

Edmore, Michigan, recently more known for putting “the pot in potato” is also the
final resting place for members of Winsor McCay’s family, who lived and worked in the
Stanton-Edmore area after McCay departed for brief college training in Ypsilanti – and
fame in fantasy and film. This year, as part of International Animation Day, Edmore will
be celebrating with a Sunday afternoon of historic and international animation on October
23. There will be cartoons! Door prizes! And, quite likely, potatoes! Details to follow!
Edmore, I tell ya, EDMORE!

Gary Schwartz and Ukraine Animation

The ubiquitous Mr. Schwartz turned a recent animation workshop toward the
turmoil in the Ukraine, and this effective commentary was the result. It is thrilling
to know that some international members are able to offer escape routes for Russian
animators while lending similar options and support to the heroic citizens of the
Ukraine. Animation unites us! Despots, with their singular lack of joy or
imagination, will only be worthy of the dustbins of history.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u1w53TyugPQ

And, Well, This is Apparently a Thing - Animated Ad for the Venus Shaving
System

The cable alternative Roku brings the added bonus of atypical advertising, and this
Gillette-Venus one- minute animated commercial popped up while yr hmbl typst was waiting
for the morning news summary from Grand Rapids the other day. I had to double check to be
sure it wasn’t a satire on consumerism, but it’s real, and rather clever.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gIlUNuSdJdA
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ASIFA Central Coffee Breaks

There are few subjects not broached during the monthly gatherings hosted by Michael Long of Saint Louis (you
have to spell out the ST. now, because the improved USPS no longer understands abbreviations - gee, makes one
wonder what the abbreviation USPS is supposed to mean - but yr hmbl typst digresses). Members tilt at the
technological windmills, fighting the assistance of Win10 or OS11, Zoom access, and who was hacked by that
bastion of security, Facebook, to but their best faces forward, even if it belongs to a cat. The challenges of teaching
during a pandemic, trying to engage against the monumental boredom experienced by the students during lockdown,
and then get them back on an educational timeline once things begin to reopen have been major discussions. Some
students have been able to join in, showing their experiments with licorice and candy corn teeth. The gatherings fall
around mealtime in some zones, so that certainly grabbed attention.
And did you know that Zoom lets you sport a moustache? Of course you did. Yeah, we all played with
that. In fact, we discussed the varieties of moustaches during the pandemic midpoint, since shaving had become a
hypothetical for quite a while.
Dana Sink of Pennsylvania (film Power) joined the April meeting, and that led to a discussion on ducks.
Deanna Morse neighbors with chickens, and Dana has ducks. Dana sings, Time to milk the ducks! to his water fowl.
Bob Swieringa suggested he Release the Quackens
Influential films drove a nostalgic discussion of early experiences with This is Cinerama, How the West
Was Won, a projector film meltdown during an Orc battle in Lord of the Rings, the lifelong terror from the banshee
of Darby O’Gill, and Abel Gance’s restored 1927 4 hour epic Napoleon with Carmine Coppola conducting in the
early 1980s.
Deanna Morse was proud of her new wall art, including Canine Gothic, Tracy Miller-Robbins’ workhorse
scanner remains in need of an upgrade, Michael Long is working on mosaics and gorillas, and David Baker is
looking forward to setting up microTV stations after his upcoming retirement. And visitor Sean Dunn wants
magazines! We’ll see what USPS really means after this deluge of material!
The latest meeting ended with the Baker corollary to a rule at FSU: The project is never finished - it is
abandoned.
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ASIFA Central Newsletter (cc) April, 2022, a quarterly-ish publication of ASIFA Central - see the updated website
with more announcements and an ever expanding newsletter archive for ASIFA Central at - https://asifa.org

ANIMATION UNITES US
ASIFA Central On INSTAGRAM! Woot Woot! Make sure to check our newly created Instagram account:
https://www.instagram.com/asifacentral/

ANIMATION UNITES US
And then dive into more digital fun at https://www.facebook.com/groups/asifacentral
and for ASIFA International - https://asifa.net - be sure to check out the Facebook page on ANIZOOMATION

ANIMATION UNITES US
As usual, send any suggestions, comments, or recipes for zucchini bread, along with the usual castigations to yr hmbl
typist, at jim.middletonrx@gmail.com or, for dull bloggery, https://animatingapothecary.blogspot.com

ANIMATION UNITES US
Opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the hmbl typst and do not necessarily reflect the thoughts, opinions, or policies of anyone
anywhere else, and especially at ASIFA Central, which is a completely volunteer-run, non-profit gathering of very busy and frantic members
moving at 24fps on a slow day.

So much more to come - Ecstatic Truth from the Czech republic, FI:IF and more online festival fun, ASIFA
East festivities...ASIFA International news...and upcoming elections, and perhaps an actual recipe for zucchini
bread.
Until then, be safe, as comfortable as possible, and watch a cartoon. Several cartoons.
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